
Top 10 Most Popular Asian Actresses With
Whom Anyone Can Fall In Love

Asian women are known for their trademark old-fashioned good looks that they have inherited
from thousands of years of tradition along with a bit of makeup. Their appeal has enticed men
and women around the world.

But they haven't maintained their good looks without rigorous adherence to good living. In other
words, their otherworldly looks aren’t achieved without proper care. Here’s a look at the top 10
most popular Asian actresses with whom anyone can easily fall hopelessly in love.

Aishwarya Rai

Aishwarya Rai is no stranger to flattery, winning the Miss World Pageant in 1994. Considered
the Indian Monica Bellucci, her stunning features are hard to miss, but her education shouldn't
be ignored either. She's a master of several tongues, including "Tamil" and "Bengali" that have
helped her land roles internationally

Freida Pinto



Freida Pinto is an Indian actress that has appeared in such hits as Rise of the Planet of the
Apes, but she's also known for her professional dancing. She also has a bachelor's degree in
Arts and English Literature.

Priyanka Chopra

Gorgeous Indian actress Priyanka Chopra combines her work with social activism. Along with
being the ambassador for UNICEF, she stresses the importance of education for young girls.

Claudia Lynx



Claudia Lynx is considered the Goddess of Persia. She is one of the world's most beautiful
women. She has skyrocketed to fame thanks to her modeling and singing career, but she's been
acting since her appearance as a child on The West Wing in 2005.

Zhang Ziyi

China Film Insider ranked Zhang Ziyi is on the list of top 10 Chinese actresses. And there's no
shortage of great performance to choose from, including Geisha Diaries and The House of
Flying Daggers.



Ravshana Kurkova

Ravshana Kurkova has a long history with acting. Born in Pakistan, the Uzbekistan and Russian
actress comes from a family of actors and spent years in the theatre. She started hitting screens
in 2007.

Cyrine Abdelnour



Lebanese singer, model and actress Cyrine needs only one name. Her staggering good looks
and talent has helped her achieve the rank of highest-paid actress in Lebanon.

Saba Mubarak



Jordan actress Saba Mubarak is a stunning import, with talent to boot. At just a local festival,
she won "Best Arabian Actress'.

Haifa Wehbe

'Miss South Lebanon' was the award handed to Haifa Wehbe when she only 16. She had no
problems rising from there to be both a terrific actor and singer in the Middle East.



Sofia Boutella

Sofia Boutella haunted audiences in the otherwise underwhelming Mummy reboot and charmed
them in Kingsman: The Secret Service. She recently a Nike spokesperson. Born in Algeria,
Sofia also sells tickets to her concerts on the level of Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, and others.


